
District 
Managers: 
The 3 ways  
to win  
your week.

Quorso + Microsoft Teams can help.



Automated 
prioritization  
of data  
and tasks.
Quorso prioritizes the  
top data alerts and tasks 
for each store, then shares 
them through Teams.  
So all your stores know 
exactly what to do.
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 #1 Run smarter,  
 better store visits. 

How Quorso + Teams helps:

      Focus on the top opportunities in each store.
      Log all actions your store teams take.
      Track the impact of every action.

Guided 

Action plans are captured 
in Teams by Quorso's 

digital record of what all 
your stores are doing.

Real-time  
impact 
assessment. 
Quorso tracks and 
measures the impact of 
every action, so you can 
see what works in real 
time and scale success 
across your area.

Stop the stress of searching through reports 
in the parking lot.
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      Focus on the stores that need your help now.
      Plan your week carefully based on store performance.
      Manage and coach high performing stores (more) remotely.

Map your next visit.
If you have spare time, Quorso shows 
your next-best-store to visit... and what 
to discuss there.

Schedule the  
perfect week.
Let Quorso intelligently suggest your 
weekly schedule and travel based 
on critical tasks outstanding, store 
performance and time since last visit.

 #2 Spend your week  
 making a difference. 

Save time. Travel less. Achieve more.

How Quorso + Teams helps:
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      Understand how every area of your district is performing. 
      Report emerging trends from stores to the center.
      Highlight your high and low performers.

Business impact 
assessment.
See how every action across your  
district is helping you hit your KPIs, plus  
get smart insights from Quorso on 
emerging trends from your stores.

Real-time team  
report cards.
Quorso gives you full visibility of how  
each store and team member are 
performing, allowing you to coach 
continuously and celebrate successes.

 #3 Everything you need  
 for business reviews. 

Quorso gives you team performance insights, constant support and operational tools to allow you to get more done. Find out more and win  your week! www.quorso.comNo slides. No sweat.  
No shouting (from your boss).

How Quorso + Teams helps:


